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 by Marler   

Denmark on High 

"European-style Mixology"

Denmark is a classy European-style cocktail bar located at the former

Yankee Trader Building on High Street. Its award-winning bartenders

concoct sublime cocktails like the classic Manhattan, Old Fashioned,

Moscow Mule and Last Word, alongside their selection of beer and wine.

On their list of appetizers are Pear Gorgonzola Flatbread, Ohio Beef &

Bison Jerky, Bruschetta and several Danish-style open sandwiches called

smorrebrods.

 +1 614 330 9055  www.denmarkonhigh.com

/

 Info@DenmarkOnHigh.com  463 North High Street,

Columbus OH

 by Lindsey Gira   

Grass Skirt Tiki Room 

"Surf's Up"

The Grass Skirt Tiki Room is a popular bar and restaurant offering drinks

and dishes influenced by the great state of Hawaii. The lava wall adds a

unique Hawaiian flair to the interior decor and the rum-infused cocktails

provide a taste of the islands. Many of the food offerings also boast a lot

of tropical flavors, with coconut and pineapple used as prominent

ingredients.

 +1 614 429 3650  www.grassskirttikiroom.co

m/

 gstikiroom@gmail.com  105 North Grant Avenue,

Columbus OH

 by Sam+Howzit   

16-Bit Bar+Arcade 

"Bar + Arcade = Barcade"

16-Bit Bar and Arcade is a downtown cocktail lounge and arcade for those

who never quite outgrew their childhood. This spot features old school

classics such as Pacman, Frogger and Mario Bros, making it a trendy,

hipster destination with a heavy dose of nostalgia. The cocktail menu is

creative and continues to play with the youthful feel of the establishment.

 +1 614 222 1616  16-bitbar.com/  info@16-bitbar.com  254 South 4th Street,

Columbus OH

 by Marler   

Brothers Drake Meadery 

"Thirsty for Mead"

Enjoy a variety of mead, cocktails and beer with live music everyday at

Brothers Drake. The bar known for mead is frequently flocked by alcohol

lovers from around. If you have an inclination to drinks that are on the

sweet side, then this is the right place. The crazy ambiance combined with

the alcohol are bound to give you a high. You can also buy some snacks to

munch to go with your drink at a cheap price. Try the hot shots and you

will not regret.

 +1 614 388 8765  www.brothersdrake.com/  26 East 5th Avenue, Columbus OH
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 by divya_   

Mouton 

"Classic & Creative Cocktails"

Serving eccentric, yet professional drinks and cocktails in a hip and casual

atmosphere is Mouton. They offer artisan breads, cheese, cured meats,

European wines and champagne. But what makes this place special is

their classic vintage cocktails and highballs, all made with high-quality

ingredients and tinged with hand-pressed citrus. The space is decorated

with beautiful artwork and sculptures, giving it an elegant appearance. Try

a Whiskey Smash, Iowa Ham, Gin Gimlet or one of their old-school

cocktails with a pairing of fine cheese.

 +1 614 732 4660  www.mouton954.com/  mouton954@gmail.com  954 North High Street,

Columbus OH
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